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The term “Home Meal Replacements”, referred to in this paper as “HMRs”, can refer to a wide range of food products prepared and sold at a variety of establishments, then consumed at home. HMRs may also be referred to as “meal solutions”. Many HMRs are familiar to us. These include: take-out food from restaurants, delivered food from restaurants, take-out food from supermarket delicatessens, frozen meals obtained from supermarkets, and foods obtained from convenience stores. Increasing consumer demand for convenient, high quality, “fresh” meals which require minimal at-home preparation is driving the trend towards refrigerated or even hot foods which may be consumed directly, with little or no additional heating. The consumer’s buying preference has expanded from single component foods such as take-out fried chicken, to meals composed of several diverse components such as salad, main dish, bread, and dessert. These “newer” types of HMRs include: chilled meals from supermarkets, hot meals from supermarkets, “meal packages” from supermarkets, chilled meals from restaurants, chilled meals from non-traditional retail outlets (including convenience stores, “warehouse” stores, and other stores which have historically not sold perishable meals), and hot meals from non-traditional retail outlets.

It is difficult to make broad generalizations about the food safety hazards associated with HMRs since the different types of HMRs vary so much. Also, since HMRs may be prepared in a variety of establishments, the safety of a particular HMR entree may be influenced by the site of preparation. In some cases, the HMR may be prepared by a company having long experience in the production of similar foods. In other cases, the HMR may be produced by a company with absolutely no experience in food preparation. Food safety, then, will be largely reflective of differences in food handling environments and equipment and, especially, knowledge of proper food handling practices among food preparers.

I would like to preface my presentation by stating that we have very little food safety information on many of the newer types of HMRs. The HMRs with which we are historically most familiar, TV dinners and delivered pizza, have seldom been implicated in food-borne illness. Safety concerns associated with other HMRs include hazards associated with institutional food preparation and hazards associated with home preparation and consumption. Equally important are the expanded opportunities for temperature abuse afforded by a variety of purchasing, storage, and consumption scenarios. In short, we are familiar with the food safety hazards which might be associated with HMRs, but assigning risks to various types of HMRs will be a very difficult undertaking. Since we have so few food safety data on HMRs, my presentation will focus on hazards rather than risks. Also, I have chosen to concentrate on microbiological rather than chemical hazards.
**Hazards and Risks Associated with Foods**

Epidemiologists differentiate between hazard and risk as follows. A hazard is something which is potentially injurious or dangerous to human health. Risk, in contrast, is the likelihood or probability of the occurrence of a particular hazard. We can identify hazards but we can only estimate risks.

Hazards and risks associated with HMRs will vary depending on: food source, preparation methods, preparation environment, conditions during storage and display, and the interval between heating and consumption. Food-borne disease investigations and surveillance programs have identified food handling practices commonly associated with food-borne illness and have found that the relative importance of these practices varies with the site of food preparation (Figure 1; Bryan, 1988; Bean et al., 1990; Bean and Griffin, 1990). Improper food handling practices identified at food-service establishments include improper cooling, a time lapse (≥2 hours) between preparation and consumption, infected food handlers, inadequate reheating, and improper hot holding. At the home-preparation level, contaminated raw foods, inadequate cooking, foods obtained from an unsafe source, improper cooling, and a time lapse between preparation and consumption are linked to illness.

Microbial physiology and pathogenicity dictate which food borne pathogens are likely to be associated with certain improper food handling practices. Pathogens such as Bacillus cereus, Clostridium perfringens, Salmonella, and Staphylococcus aureus are commonly linked to improper storage or food holding temperatures and/or preparation in advance of serving. In contrast, inadequate cooking may lead to illnesses caused by Clostridium botulinum, Trichinella spiralis, Vibrio spp., and E. coli O157:H7. Cross-contamination between raw and ready-to-eat (RTE) foods may result in illnesses caused by Campylobactersp. or E. coli O157:H7. Trichinosis due to infected pork, Cyclospora infections, viral gastroenteritis due to consumption of raw shellfish, and cases of seafood-induced intoxication are examples of illnesses linked to foods from an unsafe source. Poor hygiene on the part of the food handler may lead to illnesses caused by Shigella, Hepatitis A virus, Norwalk virus, or Giardia.

**Public Misperceptions**

The public perception is that millions of pathogenic organisms are necessary to cause illness. While this may be true of historically-important pathogens such as C. perfringens and S. aureus, the infectious dose associated with other pathogens may be very low. In the Pacific Northwest E. coli O157:H7 outbreak, for instance, our best estimate is that contaminated hamburger patties may have contained as few as 40 to 193 cells (Johnson et al., 1995). Similarly, low levels of Campylobacter and some strains of Salmonella may also cause illness. There is no question that sporadic, low level contamination of HMRs or HMR components has the potential to result in large outbreaks of food borne illness.

Historically, our food supply has been local in origin and distribution has been limited by geographical distance. Today, however, our foods come from various regions of this country as well as from a variety of foreign countries. Products processed in one region of the country may be distributed in a number of states distant from the food’s origin, often under a variety of brand names. Also, a contaminated food ingredient may be used as a component in a variety of other foods. These factors make it possible for contaminated foods to cause illnesses in a number of states—illnesses which may not even be recognized as sharing a common origin. In 1989, for instance, Salmonella-contaminated mozzarella cheese produced in Wisconsin was linked to illness in several other states (Hedberg et al., 1994). Illness was attributed not only to the contaminated cheese from Wisconsin but also to other cheeses shredded by four large Midwestern processors which handled the contaminated cheese.

**Food Safety Concerns - HMRs**

All of the food safety concerns associated with commercially prepared or home-prepared foods also apply to HMRs. Some additional concerns are also applicable to HMRs: the extent of heat treatment, consumer understanding of the food, packaging, extended chilled storage, and co-mingling of different food types. Co-mingling of different food types in a packaged meal could lead to cross-contamination from raw to RTE foods. This is a potential problem if the RTE food contains no barriers to microbial growth and the meal is held at temperatures which may allow pathogen growth and/or toxin production.

HMRs may be fully-cooked, partially-cooked, or uncooked. Obviously, these different classifications of HMRs require different at-home preparation procedures. However, there is always the possibility that the consumer will misunderstand label directions regarding storage or heating. There are several documented outbreaks of botulism attributed to the consumer’s failure to follow label directions to “keep refrigerated” (Trevejo, 1995). In one instance, clam chowder, vacuum-packaged in a plastic bag, was obtained from the refrigerated case in a supermarket, then stored at room temperature for one month by the consumer!

Packaging of HMRs, especially in combination with extended refrigerated storage, is an important consideration because it impacts the consumer’s ability to detect spoilage. For example, modified-atmosphere packaging is unlikely to negatively impact any of the major food-borne pathogens but may inhibit growth of spoilage organisms. This could result in a consumer eating a product which was not detectably spoiled but which contained large numbers of pathogens. If a food is held under refrigeration for several weeks, Listeria monocytogenes is of primary concern. For foods which have been subjected to mild temperature abuse (e.g. 50°F or 10°C), Salmonella, S. aureus, or pathogenic E. coli may also be of concern. Another potential problem is the consumer’s tendency to associate certain types of packaging with shelf-stability. A cardboard box containing a foil-laminate pouch of stew, for instance, may be associated in
the consumer's mind with shelf stability since many cardboard-packaged foods are stored at room temperature.

**Sequence of HMR Events**

A typical sequence of events associated with an HMR might be as follows: preparation; display; transport from point of purchase to consumer's home; preparation at home; consumption; and handling of leftovers.

**Preparation**

HMRs may be prepared in a variety of settings ranging from continuously inspected USDA-FSIS plants to occasionally-inspected FDA plants to seldom-inspected restaurants or sandwich operations to rarely-inspected convenience stores. In any of these preparation sites, multiple processes may be occurring simultaneously. For example personnel in some supermarkets may go from taking raw shellfish out of the case to steaming the shellfish to scooping RTE deli foods into containers. These sorts of scenarios make it almost impossible to generalize about the types of preparation-specific hazards which may be encountered with HMRs. One must consider not only the hazards unique to a particular food, but also the hazards attendant to any other foods being handled at the same time in the same facilities.

Proper preparation of HMRs involves: proper facilities; use of safe foods/ingredients; proper food handling practices including proper cooking, prevention from cross-contamination or re-contamination, prompt and proper chilling, good personal hygiene, and good equipment and environmental sanitation; and prompt packaging. Two of these concerns are of paramount importance: proper facilities and education in good food handling practices. I am aware of several facilities being used for food preparation which lack the space and separate equipment needed to adequately separate RTE products from raw foods. It is not a surprise that none of these facilities was originally designed for food preparation!

It is possible to argue that the lack of food-service knowl-
**Transportation**

Transportation of HMRs from the point of purchase to the home can impact the safety of these foods. Since HMRs sold at supermarkets are typically refrigerated or frozen, the ideal situation would be for consumers to select frozen and refrigerated foods prior to entering the checkout line at the supermarket. However, the design of most supermarkets makes this unlikely because the refrigerated and frozen display cases are typically located at the back of the store with the checkout lines at the front. Protecting RTE foods from raw foods is a consideration often overlooked when groceries are being bagged. It is important that raw foods (especially muscle foods) not be allowed to drip on RTE foods because this can result in pathogen contamination.

Extended holding periods at ambient ("room") temperature may permit growth of pathogens present on HMRs and other foods. Ideally, refrigerated or frozen food should be maintained in a refrigerated condition until it reaches the home and is placed in the refrigerator or freezer. A British study (Worsfold and Griffith, 1997) reported that 45% of consumers transported chilled food at ambient temperatures. Since many HMRs are sold refrigerated, temperature control in the home refrigerator is a critical control point. Recommendations are that home refrigerators be maintained at 38°F (ca. 3°C) or below, yet more than 1 out of 4 home refrigerators are held above 45°F (7°C), and nearly 1 in 10 is above 50°F (10°C; Daniels, 1991). Temperature control is especially important since an HMR may be held for extended periods under refrigeration–first at the point of sale, then later in the home.

HMR in-home preparation steps should be aimed at preventing the introduction of pathogens into the food. This amounts to observing good personal hygiene (hand washing!), preventing cross contamination, and maintaining good kitchen and refrigerator sanitation. The sad truth is that many consumers fail to properly wash their hands before handling foods. Consumers are slowly becoming aware of kitchen sanitation issues, but many still do not realize that sponges and dishcloths may be contaminated with pathogens (Enriquez et al., 1997).

**Consumption at Home**

Hazards associated with consumption of HMRs relate to time delays between preparation and consumption and holding conditions during these time periods. Once heated, foods should be consumed immediately but studies have indicated that 60% of consumers delay consumption (Worsfold and Griffith, 1997). Typically, delays in consumption result in the foods being held at room temperature for extended periods, with periods in excess of 2 hours not being uncommon. Nearly one-third of Americans surveyed recently admitted to eating take-out foods more than 2 hours after purchase and to holding those HMRs without refrigeration (Nagle, 1997). With pathogens such as *C. perfringens* having generation times of 10 minutes or less, it is easy to understand why extended ambient temperature storage is a bad idea!

**Handling Leftovers**

As noted above, holding fully-cooked HMRs and other RTE foods at ambient temperature is a common consumer behavior. In fact, the practice of “cooling” cooked foods on the counter top before refrigerating them is disturbingly common. Consumers often fail to realize how important it is to place leftovers into shallow containers and place those containers in the refrigerator so that cold air may freely circulate around them. It is critical that leftovers be thoroughly chilled as quickly as possible in order to prevent pathogen growth on the still-warm food.

Leftover food and, especially, “doggie-bag” food should always be consumed as soon as possible (preferably within 2 days). The combination of handling and temperature abuse favors pathogen growth on leftovers which lack “hurdles” to microbial growth. Since heating reduces levels of competitive microflora, any pathogens present on the food are free to grow unimpeded until temperatures become limiting. As a result, more pathogens may be present on temperature-abused cooked food than would be found on the corresponding raw food. This is one reason why it is so important to reheat leftovers until all portions reach at least 165°F (74°C). Since microwaves are often used for reheating leftovers, it is important that consumers be aware of the unevenness of microwave cooking and the need to let food stand after removal from the oven.

**Knowledge Issues**

Any discussion of food safety hazards associated with HMRs must address a general lack of food safety knowledge among both consumers and food handlers. There is widespread awareness of the need to educate everyone in food safety, but this awareness has yet to be translated into action. Food safety education programs aimed at commercial food handlers have been developed by a number of trade organizations (including the National Restaurant Association and the Food Marketing Institute) and universities. These programs have traditionally addressed hotel, restaurant, and institutional food handlers. Less effort has been directed towards educating non-traditional food handlers such as convenience store employees and supermarket delicatessen personnel. In many instances, food handlers have no more knowledge of proper food-handling practices than does the average consumer. The remainder of this paper will use the term “consumer” but the comments apply equally to uneducated food handlers, regardless of site of employment.
By a number of measures, it is apparent that food safety information is either not reaching consumers or not being absorbed by them. For example, only 18% of consumers reported washing or disinfecting counters, cooking areas, or utensils after contact with meats (Farquhar, 1997). Further, consumers typically fail to differentiate between microbiological safety issues and spoilage issues (Williamson et al., 1992). Consumer knowledge of the extent to which raw foods are contaminated with pathogens is also minimal. For example, many consumers do not realize that cut melons can transmit Salmonella despite the fact that at least 5 such outbreaks have occurred in recent years (Tamplin, 1997). Consumers may not realize that refrigeration is incapable of controlling food-borne pathogens such as L. monocytogenes and Yersinia enterocolitica.

Surveys have indicated that consumers often misperceive the nature and origin of food-borne illness and fail to associate home food-handling practices with food-borne illness (Fein et al., 1995). This may be a consequence of the common media portrayal of food safety being determined by food manufacturers rather than by food preparers. Without the realization that food preparation behaviors impact food safety, it is unlikely that consumers are going to pay much attention to information on proper food-handling practices.

**Conclusions**

The microbiological safety of HMRs reflects the amount of care taken throughout preparation, display, and consumption to prevent pathogen contamination and prevent or restrict microbial growth. There is little doubt that HMRs have the potential to result in large, widespread outbreaks of foodborne illness due to mass production and widespread food distribution. The phenomenon of mass food preparation and the potential for contamination of RTE foods by food handlers with poor personal hygiene means that illnesses caused by viruses, *Shigella*, and pathogenic *E. coli* may become more prevalent. Not only are these pathogens infective at low levels, but temperature abuse by the consumer would increase the hazard associated with the bacterial pathogens. A multitude of consumer HMR-abuse scenarios has the potential to result in an increase in the number of sporadic cases and/or small family outbreaks of food-borne illness. The fact that these potentials exist, however, does not mean that they will be realized. Time will tell.
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